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Functions

Skills

Saying hello
Telling the time
Classroom English
Giving instructions
Talking about personal information and
interests
Talking about facts
Saying where you are from

Reading: understanding personal
information on a webpage

Pronunciation:
/aɪ/ /ɪ/

Listening: understanding children
talking about their interests

Study skills:
noticing
punctuation

Personal information

Speaking: talking about a friend’s
interests

Greetings, introductions and saying goodbye

Writing: writing a paragraph about
yourself for a webpage

Talking about homes

Reading: different kinds of houses
Listening: children talking about their
houses
Speaking: describing your ideal house

Describing a room

Writing: writing a paragraph about your
ideal house

Pronunciation:
/s/ /z/ /ɪz/
Study skills:
vocabulary
notebook

Asking for and giving personal information
Talking about family

Reading: answering questions about a
poster for a film

Talking about possessions

Listening: family descriptions
Speaking: describing a family
Writing: answering questions about a
film

Saying when you do things

Reading: jobs

Talking about your interests

Listening: people talking about their
jobs

Buying a ticket
Talking about how well you can do something

Speaking: guessing your partner’s job
Writing: writing a paragraph about jobs
Reading: a summer sports camp
Listening: weird animal facts
Speaking: sport

Talking about likes and dislikes

Writing: describing free time activities

Pronunciation:
sentence
stress
Study skills:
noticing words
Pronunciation:
can/can’t
/ɪŋ/
Study skills:
making notes

Making suggestions
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6C
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p78
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7B

How much? How many?
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lots of / not much / many

Your words and, but, too

8A

Present continuous: positive and negative
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8B

Present continuous: questions and short
answers

The weather

p82

Clothes
Food

Extras

The future

The past

Places

7C
p88
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Your words feelings
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8C
9A
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Adjectives

9B
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Transport

Places

p98

p102
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9C

Space travel
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10A

Present continuous as future

p108

Prepositions of time

10B

Tense review present and past

Revision
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p112
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Functions

Skills

Talking about your daily routine

Reading: school clubs
Listening: children talking about school
routines

Talking about obligation
Talking about possession
Invitations

Speaking: talking about school routine
Writing: writing an email about your
school

Talking about quantity

Reading: school meals

Talking about food

Listening: children talking about school
meals

Ordering food
Talking about actions in progress

Speaking: talking about your favourite
food

Study skills:
word maps

Writing: writing a food diary
Reading: an article about Liverpool
Listening: an article about Liverpool

Talking about the weather

Pronunciation:
/ɪ/ /iː/

Speaking: describing your town or city

Study skills:
finding key
words

Writing: writing about your town or city
Asking the way and giving directions
Talking about past events

Reading: great travellers
Listening: great travellers

Talking about past events

Speaking: talking about inventions

Buying train and bus tickets

Writing: writing about where you were

Talking about the future

Reading: great mysteries

Pronunciation:
/t/ /d/ /ɪd/

Listening: explaining mysteries
Agreeing and disagreeing

Speaking: talking about different topics

Making and suggesting plans

Writing: writing about different topics

Revision
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